Now that you’ve eaten all those chocolate Easter bunnies, time to get the old brain waves activated again! We’re back with another mini-collection, featuring a puzzle, a comics drawing prompt, and our pal Stan Toucan to color!
Comics Crossword
Learn more about WonderCon 2020 Guest Michael Cho.

ACROSS

5. BTS Kim that Cho shared on Instagram in 2019, drawn on an iPad Pro.
7. 90% of Cho’s variant cover for Issue 25 of this DC comic was drawn in Procreate.
10. Titanium doctor that Cho included on the variant cover of Marvel Comics Presents, Issue 2.
13. Port city in Ontario where Cho grew up.
15. City where Cho is currently based.
19. Video game device Cho used to draw the title screen for a 1980s Commodore 64 game.
20. Marvel’s summer 2020 crossover series that will feature variant covers drawn by Cho.

DOWN

3. Publisher of Cho’s first graphic novel, Shoplifter.
6. City where Cho was born.
11. Publisher of one-shot The Quiet Kind, for which Cho drew the cover image.
14. BTS Kim that Cho also shared on Instagram in 2019, drew and colored in Adobe Fresco.
16. Famed Saturday Evening Post illustrator Noel, whose work inspires Cho.
18. Marvel’s Doctor of sorcery that Cho drew in 2019 for the company’s style guide.

ACTIVITY LEVEL: YA to Adult
A Story in Three Panels

Use the panels below to show us a story about a trip to Mars.

Share your story with us!
Tag us on social media: #wca2020

Special thanks to Cecil Castellucci (Girl on Film, @misscecil) for the comics prompt!
WonderCon Toucan
From original art by Rick Geary